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Abstract The OPERA experiment, designed to perform the
first observation of νμ → ντ oscillations in appearance mode
through the detection of the τ leptons produced in ντ charged
current interactions, has collected data from 2008 to 2012.
In the present paper, the procedure developed to detect τ
particle decays, occurring over distances of the order of 1 mm
from the neutrino interaction point, is described in detail and
applied to the search for charmed hadrons, showing similar
decay topologies as the τ lepton. In the analysed sample,
50 charm decay candidate events are observed while 54 ± 4
are expected, proving that the detector performance and the
analysis chain applied to neutrino events are well reproduced
by the OPERA simulation and thus validating the methods
for ντ appearance detection.
1 Introduction
The OPERA experiment [1] searches for νμ → ντ oscilla-
tions in appearance mode in the CNGS beam [2]. In a recent
paper [3], it has reported evidence for ντ appearance, fol-
lowing the observation of three ντ candidates in an extended
subsample of collected events with respect to the analysis
presented in [4,5].
The detection of νμ → ντ oscillations is based on the
distinctive signature of ντ charged current (CC) interactions
with the final-state τ particle decaying in one (muon, electron
or hadron) or three prongs.
Thanks to the excellent spatial resolution of nuclear emul-
sions, interleaved with lead plates to form a compact modular
target, and using the complementary information provided by
electronic detectors, event topology and kinematics can be
fully reconstructed [6].
Nuclear emulsions are tracking detectors particularly well
suited for the study of short-lived particle decays. They have
been successfully used in the DONUT experiment [7] at
FNAL, providing the first experimental evidence of the τ
neutrino [8], and in the CHORUS experiment [9], which has
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investigated νμ → ντ oscillations at large values of m2
[10] as well as studied νμ-induced charm production, collect-
ing a sample of more than 2000 interactions with a charmed
particle in the final state [11].
Charmed hadrons have indeed masses and lifetimes sim-
ilar to those of the τ lepton and constitute one of the main
background sources for oscillation experiments like OPERA.
At the same time, charm production represents the most pow-
erful tool to directly test the experiment capability of detect-
ing τ decays, given the alike topology characterising νμ CC
events with a charmed particle in the final state and oscillated
ντ -induced CC interactions.
The present paper focuses on the analysis procedure to
detect short-lived particle decays in OPERA. The results of
its application to the search for charmed hadrons are then
presented as a validation of the procedure for the detection
of ντ appearance.
After a brief description of the event location (Sect. 2), the
methods applied to detect short-lived particles are presented
in detail (Sect. 3). The results of the application of the proce-
dure to the search for charmed particle production in the full
data sample of CC events collected in 2008 and 2009 runs as
well as in a subsample of the statistics collected in the 2010
run are finally reported and discussed (Sect. 4).
2 Detector and event location
The location of neutrino interactions in the OPERA target
has been described in details in [6]. For the sake of clarity,
the main features will be briefly summarised here.
The OPERA target, with a total mass of about 1.2 kt, is
divided in two sections and has a modular structure consisting
of about 150000 basic units called bricks. A brick is made
of 57 thin nuclear emulsion films interleaved with 56 1 mm-
thick lead plates with transverse sizes of 12.8×10.2 cm2 and
dimension along the beam direction of 7.9 cm, corresponding
to about 10 radiation lengths. The OPERA emulsion films are
made of two 45 µm-thick sensitive layers deposited on each
side of a 205 µm plastic base. Bricks are arranged in planar
structures, called walls, with transverse dimensions of about
6.7×6.7 m2. Each wall, hosting 64×52 bricks, is coupled to a
pair of target tracker (TT) planes, made of plastic scintillator
strips of 2.6 cm width.
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A muon spectrometer is placed downstream of each of
the two target sections. It consists of a dipolar magnet of
about 8.75 × 8 m2, made of two magnetized iron walls and
instrumented with planes of bakelite RPC’s, inserted between
the iron slabs of each wall. Planes of drift tubes with a spatial
resolution of ∼300 µm are placed in front, behind and in
between the magnet walls to improve the muon charge and
momentum determination.
A doublet of low background emulsion films, called
Changeable Sheets (CS, [12]), attached on the downstream
face of each brick, acts as an interface between the electronic
detectors, with a spatial accuracy of about 1 cm, and the
emulsion/lead target with sub-micrometric resolution.
Once the brick with the highest probability of contain-
ing the neutrino interaction point is identified by real-time
electronic detectors data analysis, the corresponding CS are
measured by means of high-speed automated optical micro-
scopes [13–15].
In the analysis of the events collected in 2008 and 2009,
a brick was developed whenever a track matching some of
the event hits in the electronic detectors was found in the CS.
Starting from the 2010 run, an improved CS trigger has been
defined. Currently, a brick is analysed if:
– a track compatible with the reconstructed muon within
an angular tolerance of 0.06 rad in each projection or two
or more tracks converging in the brick are detected, in the
case of CC-like events;
– a track matching aligned isolated hits in the electronic
detectors or a converging pattern is found, in the case of
neutral current (NC)-like events.
The predictions provided by the CS are located in the most
downstream part of the brick and followed upstream (scan-
back) film by film up to the interaction or decay point(s).
Tracking inefficiencies are recovered by requiring that the
search for each track be iterated in 5 consecutive emulsion
films whenever a track disappears in the scan-back process.
The most upstream track disappearance point is tagged as
candidate neutrino vertex point and a volume-scan procedure
is applied around it to confirm and fully reconstruct the neu-
trino interaction. A surface of 1 cm2 is measured in 5 films
upstream and 10 films downstream of the assumed stopping
point in order to track all particles within an angular accep-
tance of 0.6 rad with respect to the perpendicular to the films.
Sub-micrometric accuracy is achieved in the reconstruction
of tracks thanks to the exposure of each brick to an optimal
flux of high energy cosmic rays before disassembly [16],
allowing relative misalignments and deformations between
consecutive emulsion films to be estimated.
For runs 2008 and 2009, if the measurement of the most
probable brick did not allow locating the neutrino interac-
tion, the analysis was immediately extended to less probable
Fig. 1 Sketch of short and long τ decay topologies
bricks. About 1.6 bricks/event were analysed on average.
From runs 2010 onwards, a provisional strategy has been
adopted in which all most probable bricks are being anal-
ysed first.
The methods described in the next section are then applied
to validate the event topology and search for possible decays.
3 Decay search procedure
Two distinct decay topologies can be identified, depending
on the relative positions of the interaction and decay vertices
(Fig. 1).
If the decay occurs in the same lead plate as the neutrino
interaction or in the first 45 µm-thick downstream emulsion
layer, it is defined as short decay and daughter tracks can be
detected as particles showing a large impact parameter with
respect to the neutrino vertex.
Otherwise, it is defined as long decay and daughter tracks
typically appear as extra-tracks, not attached to the recon-
structed neutrino interaction point and starting downstream
of the vertex film.1
The main steps of the decay search procedure, described
in detail in the following, are illustrated in Fig. 2.
3.1 Extra-track search
As a result of the standard location procedure, a multi-prong
vertex or an isolated track is reconstructed. In the latter case,
1 In the following, the emulsion film immediately downstream of the
neutrino interaction point will be referred to as vertex film.
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Fig. 2 Main steps of the
procedure applied to detect
short-lived particle decays in
OPERA
the vertex point is defined as the extrapolation of the track
at the center of the lead plate immediately upstream of its
disappearance point.
In order to define the event topology, the first step is
to search for additional event-related tracks (extra-tracks),
among those reconstructed in the measured volume.
Only tracks crossing at least three emulsion films and
showing an impact parameter with respect to the vertex
smaller than 300 µm (500 µm) are selected, depending on
whether the longitudinal distance z of the most upstream
segment of the track with respect to the vertex is smaller
(larger) than 1 mm. Moreover, a cut on the maximum dis-
tance from the vertex (z ≤ 3.6 mm) is applied. Indeed,
about 99 % of the τ leptons produced in CC interactions
of oscillated ντ ’s in the OPERA target have a flight length
smaller than 3.6 mm.
The search for extra-tracks is extended to two emulsion
films upstream of the vertex if the event is NC-like: for an
event without muon, the possibility that the reconstructed
vertex could have been produced by the decay of the τ lep-
ton created in the final state of a ντ CC interaction has to
be carefully investigated. A maximum impact parameter of
500 µm between the extra-track and the vertex is considered.
Selected extra-tracks are then visually inspected2 to assess
their nature and categorised in:
– e+e− pairs from γ conversion;
– particles produced in the neutrino interaction and not
directly attached to the vertex due to tracking or recon-
struction inefficiencies;
– low momentum particles reconstructed as short tracks
due to multiple Coulomb scattering;
2 Track segments are searched for within predefined tolerances depend-
ing on the emulsion film positioning accuracy and confirmed by visual
check.
– secondary particles produced in hadron interactions or
decay daughter tracks.
Genuine extra-tracks starting downstream of the vertex
film are further analysed and a dedicated parent search pro-
cedure is applied to detect possible long decays. The method
consists in searching for a track connecting the selected extra-
track to the reconstructed vertex with an impact parameter
with respect to it smaller than 10 µm and a minimum distance
from the possible daughter track smaller than 20 µm. Any
candidate parent track selected according to these criteria is
validated by visual inspection.
The presence of heavily ionising particles deserves a care-
ful check in order to discriminate between hadronic interac-
tions and particle decays. Heavily ionised tracks are searched
for by taking tomographic images around the most upstream
segment of the extra-track(s) or the secondary vertex point.
Images are automatically processed to identify converging
nuclear fragments, typically emitted at large angles from the
interaction point. If no fragment is detected, the vertex is
eligible to be a decay.
Extra-tracks starting in the vertex film are analysed as
explained in the following section.
3.2 Vertex definition and analysis
Tracks directly attached to the reconstructed neutrino inter-
action point as well as extra-tracks starting in the vertex film
are examined in order to define the event topology and detect
possible short decays.
Track segments in the vertex film could be missing in the
reconstruction because of tracking inefficiency, thus decreas-
ing the resolution in the determination of the neutrino interac-
tion position. Moreover, electron–positron pairs coming from
the conversion of γ ’s produced in π0 decays and pointing to
the vertex can further spoil the accuracy. By visually inspect-
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Fig. 3 Left Impact parameter distribution after the vertex film analysis
for a sample of located νμ CC interactions, compared to Monte Carlo
expectations. Right Track impact parameter as a function of the longi-
tudinal distance from the neutrino interaction vertex (2008–2009 data).
The red bullets show the average value for each bin. The dotted red line
represents the cut applied to select possible short-decay daughter tracks
ing the vertex film, tracking inefficiencies can be recovered
and the parameters of all tracks can be precisely measured and
used to re-compute the vertex position. Furthermore, e+e−
pairs are identified as couples of converging segments and
thus tagged and ignored in the determination of the vertex.
The plot in Fig. 3 left shows the impact parameter distribu-
tion after the recovery of missing segments in the vertex film
and the identification of e+e− pairs for a sample of located
νμ CC interactions from 2008, 2009 and 2010 runs, com-
pared to expected Monte Carlo behaviour.3 The distribution
has an average value of about 3 µm. Tails are mainly due to
low energy particles.
Figure 3 right shows the dependence of the track impact
parameter on the longitudinal distance between the most
upstream measured track segment and the neutrino interac-
tion vertex. The dotted red line indicates the applied cut: if a
track is found to have an impact parameter larger than 10 µm
for z ≤ 500 µm or larger than (5 + 0.01 × z) µm for
z > 500 µm, it is further studied in order to assess whether
the observed anomalous value can be explained in terms of
scattering in the traversed lead thickness. An estimation of
the track momentum is thus performed by comparing the
particle slope evolution along the brick with the expected
behaviour based on the multiple Coulomb scattering (MCS)
[17]. Tracks with a measured momentum below 1 GeV/c are
tagged as left by low momentum particles and disconnected
from the vertex for a more accurate determination of its posi-
tion.
If the track length is not sufficient to apply the MCS algo-
rithm, the angular residuals of the track segments in the trans-
3 νμ interactions with charmed particles in the final state are not
included in the plot.
verse and longitudinal planes are computed. If both values are
above 0.015 rad, the track is classified as a low momentum
particle.
Once the primary vertex has been defined, any track with
an anomalous impact parameter that cannot be explained in
terms of scattering is carefully investigated and the search
for converging tracks and/or nuclear fragments is applied, as
explained in Sect. 3.1.
3.3 Decay search along tracks
Particles having a 1-prong decay (or interaction) topology
can be reconstructed as single tracks or as two distinct tracks
depending on the kink angle and on the angular resolution
which is slope-dependent. In order to enhance the sensitivity
to short-lived particles, a search for possible kinks along the
tracks attached to the neutrino interaction, not detected in
the first stage of the reconstruction, is thus performed in a
fiducial volume of 4 films downstream of the vertex.
For each track, the largest angular difference in the 4 most
upstream films is computed and compared to the RMS of the
angular deviations along the track. If the ratio is larger than
5 and the kink angle, confirmed by direct check in emulsion,
is larger than 0.015 rad, the track is classified as potentially
interesting and the kink is analysed in order to assess its
nature.
3.4 Validation of decay topologies
As a result of the procedure illustrated above, events showing
a topology compatible with the production and decay of a
short-lived particle are identified. In order to confirm them
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as candidate ντ signal events, νμ interactions with charmed
particle production and decay or neutrino interactions with
hadron re-interaction, a full kinematical analysis is required.
Details on measurements and discriminating variables used
in the analysis can be found in [4].
4 Charm production in OPERA
4.1 Data sample
In the following, the results of the application of the decay
search procedure to the data sample of CC events collected
in 2008, 2009 and 2010 runs are presented.
For the first two runs, an inclusive analysis of all pre-
dicted events has been carried out. For the 2010 run, only a
subsample of events have been considered including all NC-
like events and CC-like events with a reconstructed negative
muon with momentum below 15 GeV/c.4
The kinematical selection together with the present brick
selection strategy described in Sect. 2 comparatively reduces
the charm yield for the 2010 run by about 28 %.
The overall data sample consists of 2925 νμ CC located
events with the interaction point in the brick5 and completed
decay search.
4.2 Monte Carlo simulation
The expected charm yield is computed using the standard
OPERA simulation framework [4]. The neutrino fluxes and
spectra are based on a FLUKA [18] simulation of the CNGS
beam-line (2005 revision [19]). The neutrino interactions in
the detector are generated using the NEGN generator [20],
derived from the NOMAD experiment.
The energy dependence of the charm production cross-
section has been obtained starting from the latest results of the
CHORUS data analysis [11] and performing a convolution
with the CNGS spectrum. The total charm production rate
relative to the CC interaction cross-section is σ(νμN →
μC X)/σ (νμN → μX) = (4.49 ± 0.26) %. The following
fragmentation fractions are used in the calculation: fD+ =
(21.7±3.4) %, fc = (25.3±4.9) %, fD+s = (9.2±3.8) %,fD0 = (43.8 ± 3.0) %.
MC-generated events with charmed hadrons in the final
state are processed through the full OPERA simulation chain,
from the event classification and brick finding provided by
4 For the ντ search, this selection cut has been also applied to the 2008
and 2009 runs [3,4] aiming at increasing the signal/noise ratio, with a
negligible signal loss.
5 A fiducial volume cut is applied to remove events with less than 3
emulsion films available for the decay search analysis at the downstream
edge of the brick.
the electronics detectors to the CS analysis and event location
in the brick, up to the decay search.
A charmed hadron decay is regarded as detected whenever
at least one genuine daughter track appears as not attached
to the neutrino interaction vertex after the application of the
decay search procedure.
Two sources of background are considered in the analysis:
hadronic re-interactions and decays of strange particles.
The hadronic background is estimated by using the
hadronic particles produced in reconstructed CC events as
input to a FLUKA-based MC simulation. The interactions
with at least one visible product in emulsion are selected. For
1-prong interactions, only events with the produced hadron
showing a momentum greater than 1 GeV/c and an angle
with respect to the interacting hadron larger than 20 mrad
are considered, coherently with the selection criteria applied
to experimental data. These cuts reduce the hadronic back-
ground by about 55 %.
4.3 Data–MC comparison
The main contribution to the decay search efficiency comes
from the extra-track selection, with an additional improve-
ment of the order of a few percent only coming from the
procedure described in Sect. 3.3 for long decays.
The breakdown of the charm detection efficiencies
obtained for the different charmed particles is reported in
Table 1.
The global decay search efficiencies are estimated to
be εshort = 0.18 ± 0.02 (stat) ± 0.01(syst) and εlong =
0.58±0.07 (stat)±0.03 (syst) for short and long topologies,
respectively. By taking into account the fractions of short and
long decays for the charmed species, an overall efficiency
εtotal = 0.34 ± 0.04 (stat) ± 0.01 (syst) is obtained.
A detailed comparison between experimental data and MC
expectations is reported in Table 2. The number of observed
events showing a topology compatible with that of a νμ CC
interaction with production and decay of a charmed hadron
is compared to the expected charm yield and the estimated
background for different values of the reconstructed charged
particle multiplicity at the secondary vertex.
Table 1 Decay search efficiencies for the different charmed hadrons.
Statistical and systematic errors are summed in quadrature
Particle Decay search efficiency
Short topology Long topology Combined
D0 0.22 ± 0.02 0.65 ± 0.05 0.39 ± 0.04
D+ 0.20 ± 0.05 0.41 ± 0.09 0.28 ± 0.05
D+s 0.18 ± 0.09 0.56 ± 0.30 0.33 ± 0.13
+c 0.10 ± 0.02 0.62 ± 0.16 0.31 ± 0.07
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Table 2 Summary of expected charm and background events compared
to observed events. Statistical and systematic errors are summed in
quadrature
Decay topology Events
Expected
charm
Expected
background
Expected
total
Observed
1-prong 21 ± 2 9 ± 3 30 ± 4 19
2-prong 14 ± 1 4 ± 1 18 ± 1 22
3-prong 4 ± 1 1.0 ± 0.3 5 ± 1 5
4-prong 0.9 ± 0.2 – 0.9 ± 0.2 4
Total 40 ± 3 14 ± 3 54 ± 4 50
The systematic uncertainties taken into account in the
computation, summed in quadrature with the statistical errors
in the table, arise from the knowledge of the charm production
cross-section, the fragmentation fractions and the branching
ratios of the charmed particles in the different decay chan-
nels.
The table includes migration among decay modes. As an
example, for 1-prong short decays only about 30 % of the
expected charm events show a genuine topology, about 68 %
of the migrated events being due to the D0 meson. The main
factors determining a decrease in the observed decay multi-
plicity with respect to the true multiplicity are found to be
the decay search procedure cuts, the tracking inefficiency that
can prevent the reconstruction and/or the selection of daugh-
ter tracks and the angular acceptance of the volume scan.6
In particular, for short topologies, daughter tracks showing
impact parameters with respect to the neutrino interaction
vertex smaller than 10 µm can be wrongly attached to it.
An increase in the reconstructed decay multiplicity can be
also observed in a small fraction of events where particles
directly attached to the neutrino interaction vertex can be
wrongly associated to short decay daughters.
In total, (40±3) charm and (14±3) background events are
expected in the analysed sample, while 50 decay candidate
events are observed.
Hadronic re-interactions constitute the main source of
background (about 87 % of the total). The decays of strange
particles mostly contribute to the 2-prong topology.
Figure 4 shows an example of a reconstructed νμ CC inter-
action recorded in the run 2008 with a candidate D0 particle
in the final state decaying in 4 prongs after a distance of
about 310 µm. The muon track and the candidate charmed
meson form an angle of about 170◦ in the plane transverse
to the neutrino direction, thus lying in a back-to-back con-
figuration as expected for charm production. The minimum
6 For ντ candidates, dedicated measurements are applied to avoid
migration effects, e.g. the angular acceptance in the volume-scan is
extended from 0.6 rad to 1 rad.
Fig. 4 Sketch of a reconstructed νμ CC interaction with a candidate
charmed hadron observed in the final state
invariant mass [21] is estimated to be 1.7 ± 0.4 GeV/c2 and
is consistent with that of the D0 particle.
Observed candidate charm events are compared to MC
expectations for signal and background in Figs. 5 and 6.
Figure 5 left shows the distribution of the flight length of
the candidate charmed particles for data, the expected charm
yield and the estimated background. The distribution of the
angle between the candidate charmed particle and the pri-
mary muon in the ν transverse plane is presented in Fig. 5
right.
Figure 6 left shows the impact parameters of the candidate
charm daughter particles with respect to the neutrino interac-
tion vertex. The distribution of the muon momentum, as mea-
sured by the electronic detectors, is displayed in Fig. 6 right.
The error bars on the expectations shown in Figs. 5 and
6 represent systematic and statistical uncertainties added in
quadrature.
The results of the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test applied to
the above plots and shown in the legenda indicate that data
and MC agree at a confidence level 10 %.
The shape comparison illustrated by the plots, as well as
the absolute yield comparison reported in Table 2 show that
the description of the detector, of its performance and of the
procedures applied in the analysis are correctly reproduced
by the simulation. Despite the small statistics, the results
obtained for the charm control sample represent a crucial
benchmark to assess that the detection efficiency for the τ lep-
ton, showing similar decay topologies as charmed hadrons,
is well understood.
As a further comparison, the distribution of the visi-
ble energy, computed as the sum of the hadronic energy
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Fig. 5 Shape comparison between observed νμ CC interactions with
candidate charm decays and MC expectations. Left distribution of the
decay length of the candidate charmed particles. Right distribution of
the angle between the candidate charmed particle and the primary muon
in the ν transverse plane. The expected background contribution is also
shown (stacked histogram)
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Fig. 6 Shape comparison between observed νμ CC interactions with
candidate charm decays and MC expectations. Left distribution of
the impact parameters of the candidate charm daughter particles with
respect to the neutrino interaction vertex. Right distribution of muon
momentum. The expected background contribution is also shown
(stacked histogram)
deposited in the TT and the energy of the muon, is presented
in Fig. 7: data fairly reproduce the expected MC behaviour.
5 Conclusions
In the OPERA experiment, the decay search analysis is sys-
tematically applied to all located neutrino events to search for
oscillated ντ CC interactions through the direct observation
of the τ lepton decays. The procedure also allows detecting
νμ CC interactions with charmed hadrons in the final state.
Charmed particles constitute indeed a precious control sam-
ple to cross-check the topological τ detection efficiency, due
to the very similar decay patterns.
In this paper, the results obtained in the analysis of the full
data sample of located νμ CC events collected in 2008 and
2009 runs as well as a subsample of the statistics of the 2010
run are reported.
The charm yield is evaluated using CHORUS data after
re-weighting for the CNGS neutrino spectrum.
In total, (40±3) charm and (14±3) background events, due
to hadronic re-interactions and strange particle decays, are
expected in the analysed sample, while 50 decay candidate
events are observed.
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Fig. 7 Visible energy distribution for observed νμ CC interactions with
candidate charm decays and MC expectations
The comparison between observed and simulated data for
several relevant variables proves that the detector perfor-
mance and the full analysis chain applied to neutrino events
are well reproduced by the OPERA simulation, thus validat-
ing the methods for ντ appearance detection.
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